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Abstract 
Markov trees and clique trees are the alternative representations of valuation networks and belief 
networks that are used by local computational techniques for efficient reasoning. However, once 
tbe Markov tree has been created, the existing techniques can only compute the marginals for the 
vertices of the Markov tree or for a subset of variables which is contained in one vertex. ‘Ibis 
paper presents a method for computing the marginal for a subset which may not be contained 
in one vertex, but is a subset of the union of several vertices. The proposed method allows us 
to change the Markov tree to include a vertex containing the new subset without changing any 
information in the original vertices, thus avoiding possible repeated computations. Moreover, it can 
compute marginals for any subsets from tire marginal representation i  the Markov tree. By using 
the presented method, we can easily update belief for some variables given some observations. 
Keywords: Valuation etworks; (Bayesiaa) belief networks; Local computational techniques; Probabilistic 
reasoning; Uncertain reasoning 
1. Int~uction 
Belief networks (BN) and valuation networks (VN) are two well-known frameworks 
for the graphical representations of uncertain knowledge. BN have been originally pro- 
posed for probabilistic inference [6], while VN can represent several uncertainty for- 
malisms in a unified framework [ 111. Shenoy [ 131 has shown that each BN has a 
corresponding VN which represents the same knowledge. Without loss of generality, we 
use the language of VN in this paper. 
We can perform inferences on VN by: first, combining all the valuations in the 
network, yielding thejoint valuation; next, computing the marginals of the joint valuation 
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for some variables or subsets of the variables. This method is not feasible when the joint 
frame of the variables is too large to compute the joint valuation. Many researchers have 
studied methods for computing marginals without computing the joint valuation. A well- 
known approach is the local propagation of information in Markov trees (also known 
as clique trees or joint trees [2,5,6,10] ). Other methods include the arc reversal node 
reduction approach [ 71, the fusion algorithm [ 121 and belief propagation by conditional 
belief functions [ 15,181. Shachter et al. [ 81 and Shafer [ 91 have shown the similarities 
and the differences among the Markov tree propagation approaches. All these approaches 
can be regarded as two steps: 
( 1) find a secondary structure called Markov tree; ’ 
(2) use a so-called message-passing scheme to propagate the uncertainty in the 
Markov tree. 
These approaches differ in the form of the messages sent among the vertices. After 
propagation has been done, what we obtain by these approaches is the same: marginals 
of the joint valuation for each vertex in the Markov tree. We call this a marginal 
representation. Then, the marginal for a subset of variables contained in one vertex 
of the Markov tree (we call such subsets expEicit subsets) can be easily computed. 
Unfortunately, we can’t directly compute the marginal for a subset not contained in one 
vertex by these approaches (we call such subsets implicit subsets). However, it might 
be useful to know the marginals for some subset of variables that happens to be implicit. 
Shachter et al. [ 81 have proposed a method, called Synthesis, for computing the marginal 
for an implicit subset, but this method has to change the contents of some vertices in 
the Markov tree and needs some recomputation. In this paper, we present a new method 
for computing the marginals for the implicit subsets. The proposed method is based on 
the local propagation techniques. It allows us to change the structure of the Markov tree 
without changing any information in the vertices. It can also compute the marginal for 
any subset from the marginal representation which has already been computed. In this 
way, we can avoid the reconstruction of new Markov trees and recomputation. 
The rest of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we give some basic concepts and 
notations for propagating information in Markov trees; in Section 3, we describe a 
Markov tree modification method; in Section 4, we show the computation of marginals 
for any subset of the marginal representation in the Markov tree; in Section 5, we present 
an efficient algorithm for implementing the presented method; finally in Section 6, we 
will give some conclusions. 
2. Basic notations 
Let U be a finite set of variables xi associated with its frame Ox, and H a set of 
non-empty subsets h of U where fib = x {a,, / Xi E h}. For each h E H, there is a 
function called a valuation, denoted by Vh, which represents some knowledge about the 
variables included in h. A valuation network (VN) can be regarded as a pair (V, H) 
’ Markov trees, clique trees, join trees and cluster trees have the same properties. They are the secondary 
representatives for belief networks or valuation networks constructed from different techniques. 
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with a set of valuations defined on H. One task of VN inference is to compute the 
marginals for some subsets of U of the joint valuation, that results from the combination 
of all the valuations in the network: @{Vh 1 h E H). The marginal for a subset 6, 
denoted by Rs where 6 C U, is defined by: 
Ra = (@{I4 I h E H}>@, (2.1) 
C~J and 1 denote the operations called combination and mulginafizution, respectively. Ab- 
stractly, for hl, h:! E H, combination is a mapping, Vj, x Vhz + Vjluhz, that corresponds 
to the aggregation of knowledge; marginalization UQ is a mapping, Vh, -+ I&, where 
h2 C hl , that corresponds to the coarsening of knowledge. In this paper, we will also use 
the operation called removal, denoted by @. Removal is a mapping, Vh, x Vhz + VhlUhz, 
which can be regarded as an “inverse” of combination in the sense that division is an 
inverse of multiplication [ 141. If VI and V2 represent some knowledge, then VI Q V2 
represents the remaining knowledge after V2 is removed from VI.~ Details of the oper- 
ations and the axioms that should be satisfied for any uncertainty calculus represented 
in the framework of VN and to make inference using these operators are described in 
[ 1,13,14]. 
Shafer and Shenoy [ lo] have shown that if a VN can be represented by a so-called 
Markov tree, the valuations can be propagated in the Markov tree, producing as a result 
the marginals of the joint valuation for each vertex. (See I5 ] for the case of BN.) Let 
G = (M, E) be a tree where Xi E &f is a non-empty subset of U, and E is the set 
of edges (Xi, Xj ) in G. We say G is a Mu~~v free if for any two vertices Xi and Xi, 
Xi n Xj c X, where X, is any vertex on the path between Xi and Xi. We call Xi and Xj 
neighbors if (Xi, Xi) E E. For a given VN representation (U, H), we can always find 
a corresponding Markov tree 3 (M, E) where H 2 M and Xi c U for any Xi E M. 
For Xi E M, if Xi E H, then its valuation x is the one defined on the corresponding 
subset, otherwise its valuation is defined as an identity valuation. A valuation V is an 
identity valuation if V %I V’ = V’ for any V’ on the same frame of V. Fig. 1 illustrates 
an example for a VN representation (left-hand side) and its corresponding Markov tree 
(right-hand side). 
Given a Markov tree G = (M, E), we use a local message-passing scheme to compute 
the marginal Ri for each Xi E M, which is obtained by the combination of K and the 
messages ent by all its neighbors: 
Ri=F@(@{Mxj+xi 1 <Xi>Xj> E E}), (2.2) 
where A4xj,xi is the message sent from Xj to its neighbor Xi, which is computed by 
projecting on Xi II Xj the combination of y and the messages sent by the neighbors of 
Xj except Xi: 
* The removal operation for the case of belief function might result in a non-belief function if V2 has not 
been combined in VI before being removed. In our paper, this will not happen since in the later discussion, 
all the valuations that are to bc removed are those that have been combined previously. This operation has 
also been discussed as de-specialization with Dempsterian matrix [ 31. 
3 Algorithms for finding Markov trees for VN can be found in [4,19]. See also [5,16] for finding clique 
trees for BN. 
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Fig. 1. An example for a VN and its Markov tree where U = (u, b, c, d, e, f,g, h}. 
MXj+Xi = (5 @ (@{“Xk4X~ 1 (Xk,Xj) E E,Xk f Xi}))“xi”xJ. (2.3) 
After computing the marginals for all the vertices in the Markov tree, we obtain a 
marginal representation. Then we can compute the marginal for an explicit subset, say 
S, which is a subset of some Xi, i.e., S C Xi. The computation is obvious4 
Rs = R!’ I . (2.4) 
3. Markov tree modification method 
The message-passing scheme computes the marginals of the joint valuation for the 
vertices, avoiding the explicit computation of the joint valuation, and thus drastically 
reduces the complexity of computation. However, for the marginal for an implicit subset, 
the computation is not as easy as Eq. (2.4). The straightforward way is to change the 
original network, reconstruct a Markov tree and repropagate valuations in the new 
Markov tree. Generally, this method is not efficient since we usually have to recompute 
everything. 
Let’s assume that we already have a Markov tree G = (M, E) for a given VN 
represented by (U, H). Suppose 6 (C U) is an implicit subset, i.e., there doesn’t exist 
Xi E M such that 6 C_ X,. To compute the marginal for 6, we need to add a vertex 
containing (5% One method, proposed by Shachter et al. [ 81, is called Synthesis. The 
basic idea is: first, choose a vertex as a so-called pivot vertex; next, add the elements 
of 6 in all the vertices on the path between where those elements already appear 
and the pivot vertex. Finally, collecting messages at the pivot vertex can gives us the 
desired result. This method changes the structure of some vertices, thus changing their 
valuations. It also needs recomputation. 
Here we propose a new modification method without changing any information in 
vertices. Given a Markov tree G = (M, E), given an implicit subset 6, we modify G 
to include 6 by the following steps: 
(1) Findaset b={XI,,Xt2 ,..., X,,}inGsuchthatX,iflB # Q,OCi&X,,. 
(2) Build a set a which contains b and all the vertices on the paths among the 
vertices in 6. 
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Figure 2a Figure 2b 
Fig. 2. An example of Markov tree modification. 
a = b U {Xk 1 Xk is on the path between any X,i and Xtj, 
where X,j C 6). (3.1) 
(3) LetM’=MU{X*},whereX*=BU{SijIXi,XjEa}andletthevaluationV* 
be an identity valuation on X* (S, = Xi fl Xi, where (Xi, Xi) E E). 
(4) Remove all the edges among the vertices in a and add the edges between X* and 
the vertices in a, i.e., E’ = (E- {(Xi,Xj) 1 Xi,Xj E a}) U{(X*,Xi) 1 Xi E a}. 
The process of modification is illustrated by the example shown in Fig. 2. Given the 
Markov tree in Fig. 2(a), suppose we need to add a vertex containing 6 = {a,g}. 
First we find a set of vertices such that each one has a non-empty intersection with B, 
and the union of them contains 6: b = {{u, b}, {d,g}}. Next, build a whose elements 
compose the path between {a,b} and {d,g}: a= {{u,b},{b,c,d},{d,g}}. According 
to step (3), we add X* to G, where 
X* = {aJ}U ({a,b}f-l{b,c,d}) U ({zW~d}n{d,g}) = {a,b,d,g}. 
Finally, by adding the edges between X* and every element in a to G and removing the 
edges among the elements in a from G, we have the modified network shown in Fig. 
2(b). 
Our goal is to compute the marginal for an implicit subset 6, and now we have 
modified the Markov tree to include a vertex containing 6. The following theorem 
implies that the desired result can be computed by using local propagation in the 
modified graph. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G = (M, E) be a Markov tree for a VN, where U = u{Xi I Xi E M} 
is a finite set of variables. Let 6 E U be an implicit subset. The modified graph 
G’ = (Ml, E’) obtained by applying the above method is also a Markov tree for the 
original VN. 
Proof. To prove the theorem, we need to prove that G’ is also a Markov tree and the 
combination of all the valuations in G’ is the joint valuation of the original VN. 
Let a = {X,,,Xj *,..., Xi, } be obtained from Eq. (3.1). It is easy to find that, after 
edges 6 = {(X,i,X?i) I &&, E a} are removed, the graph consists of p subtrees. 
After adding vertex X* and the edges E,, = { (X* , Xtj ) I X,, E a}, the graph G’ becomes 
a connected graph again since all the vertices in a (thus the subtrees) are connected 
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with X*. In the graph theory, a connected graph is a tree if the number of its vertices 
is one more than the number of its edges. For G, we have IMI = [El + 1. Since only 
X* is added to G, p - 1 edges are removed, and p edges added, i.e., IM’I = [MI + 1, 
and IE’I = /El - (p - 1) + IEl + 1, thus IM’/ = IE’I + 1, which implies that G’ is also 
a tree. Now let’s consider two vertices in G: Xi and Xj, which are also in G’. Suppose 
a E Xi n Xj. After edges in rF, are removed, the relation of Xi and Xj can be one of the 
following: 
( 1) they are in the same subtree; 
(2) they are in different subtrees. 
In case (l), since the subtree is still a Markov tree, for any Xk on the path between 
Xi and Xj, a E Xk. Adding the edges En doesn’t change the path, thus for any Xk 
on the path, a E Xk. In case (2), suppose Xi and Xj are in the subtrees containing 
X,, and X,,, respectively. Since X,, and X, were connected in G, there exists a path 
xi ,..., x f,,..., X,, , . . . , Xj in G. Thus for any Xk on the path, a E Xk, and (I E X,, 
a E X,, . In G’, the path becomes Xi,. . . , Xt, X*, X,, , . . . , Xi. We already know that all 
the vertices except X* on the new path contain a. Since X* > X,] rl Xtj, also a E X*. 
Thus all the vertices on the new path contain a. Therefore, G’ is a Markov tree. Since 
G is a Markov tree for the original network, we have 
R=@3{~lXiEM}, (3.2) 
where R denotes the joint valuation. From the process described above, none of the 
valuations in G has been changed. Thus the combination of all the valuations in G’ is 
R’ = V’ @ {v’ 1 Xi’ E M’} = V* @ {x 1 Xi E M}. (3.3) 
As V* is an identity valuation, R’ = V* @ R = R. Therefore G’ is a Markov tree 
representation for the original VN. 0 
Note that in the described process, the set a is not unique. The following lemma states 
that we can always find the smallest one and thus the frame of X* is also the smallest. 
Lemma 3.2. Let b and a be obtained from the described process for including 6 in G. 
There always exists the smallest set a for 6. We say a is the smallest for 6 if removing 
any element X, from LI will yield 6 $ U{Xi 1 Xi E a, Xi # R,}, or will make the 
vertices in a disconnected. If a is the smallest, then the frame of X* is the smallest. 
A proof can be found in [ 171. 
For example, given the Markov tree in Fig. 2(a), suppose we need to com- 
pute the marginal for 6 = {u,d}. We can modify Fig. 2(a) to Fig. 3(a) 
where a = {{u,b},{b,c,d}} and X* = {u,b,d}, or to Fig. 3(b) where a = 
{{a,b},{~,c,d},{c,d,e}} and X* = {u,b,c,d}. We find that both Figs. 3(a) and 
3(b) are Markov trees that we can use to compute our desired result. But it’s obvious 
that Fig. 3 (a) involves less computation than Fig. 3(b) . 
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Figure 3a Figure 3b 
Fig. 3. An example showing the different results when set a is different for B = 
a={{a,b},{b.c,d)). (b) a=~t~.b~,{b,c,d},{c,d,e}}. 
(a.4. (a) 
4. Computing marginals from the marginal representation 
We have shown that we may compute the marginal for an implicit subset 6 in the 
modified Markov tree G’ if we repropagate the information in G’. Now suppose that, 
before the modification, we have already computed the marginal representation i G. 
The following theorem shows that the marginal for C’5 can be computed directly from 
the marginal representation. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G, 6 and G’ be as described in Theorem 3.1. Let Sij = Xi n Xj. 7’hen 
the marginal of the joint valuation for X*, denoted by R*, is computed by: 
R* = (@{R/““‘* 1 Xi E a}> @(@{Rs, 1 (Xi,Xj) E E, Xi,Xj E a}). (4.1) 
Proof. Theorem 3.1 implies that if the valuations are propagated in G’ using local 
computational technique, what we get for X* is the marginal for X* of the joint valuation. 
In G’ since the neighbors of X* are the vertices in a, by Eq. (2.2), we have: 
R* = V* @ (@{M&+x* ( Xi E Cl}) = @{M&+x* 1 Xi E a}, (4.2) 
where 
Mx;-+x* = (K @ (@{Mxj+xi 1 <XitXj) E E’, Xj Z X*}))lxl”x’, 
Xi E a. 
In G, for any Xi E a, the marginal for Xi is computed by: 
(4.3) 
R= K 8 (@{Mx,+x; 1 (Xi,&> E E}) 
= K 8 (@{Mxk+xi I (Xiv &> E E, & $ a}> 
@(@{Mx,+x~ I <Xi,Xj> E E, Xj E a}>. (4.4) 
We can also compute the marginal for the intersection of the two adjacent vertices. It is 
the combination of the messages ent between these two vertices [ 91, i.e., 
Rs, = Mxi-+xj @ Mxj+xi, (Xi,Xj) E E. (4.5) 
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7 a, b 
I 
Fig. 4. Two-level structure for computing a marginal from marginal representation. 
Since the edges such as (Xi, Xk) where Xi E a, Xk $! a are not changed after 
modification, and each vertex out of a is a neighbor of at most one vertex in a, we have 
that, for any Xi E u, Xk E M, (Xi, Xk) E E and Xk $ a iff (Xi, Xk) E E’. Thus, we 
have, for Xi E a, Xk E M and Xk $?! a, the message sent to Xi by Xk has not changed 
after modification. 
(M XL-X, 1 (xitxk) (5 E’v xk # X*) = (MXk+Xi 1 (xi,xk) E E). (4.6) 
Recall Eq. (4.4). It means that the marginal for Xi (E a) is the collection of three 
parts: its own valuation, the messages sent by the neighbors not in a and the messages 
sent by the neighbors in a. Thus we can rewrite (4.4) as follows, which means that the 
collection of the first two parts can be regarded as the marginal for Xi removing the 
third part. 
Ri@(@{Mx,-+x, / CXi,Xj) E E, Xj E a}) 
= x @ (@{MXk-+x, / (xi,xk) E E, Xk $ Cl}). 
From (4.3), (4.6) and (4.7), we have, 
Mx,+x* =(Ri@(@{M X,+X, I CXivXj) E E, Xj E a}))l”nx’ 
= R!xf”x* 
I 
@(@{M X,-X, I CXi,Xj> E E, Xj E a}), Xi E a. 
Then, from (4.2), (4.5) and (4.8), we can get the final result: 
R* = @{ ( R;xinx* 
= ( @{Rjx’“x* 
@[@(Mx,-X, 1 CXi,Xi> E E, Xj E a)]) 1 Xi E a} 
IKEa}) 
@(@{(Mx,-X, @ Mx,-x,) I (Xi,Xj) E E, Xi,Xj E a}) 
= (@{ R;xl”x* I Xi E a}) @(@{Rs,~ / <XiJj) E E, Xi,Xj E a}). 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
After applying Theorem 4.1, the marginal for B can be computed by marginalizing 
R* to the subset B, i.e., Ra = ( R* ) la. 
Theorem 4.1 implies that we can compute the marginal on any subset without changing 
any information we have already obtained. In practice, if we need the subset B for 
further computation, we can change the structure as described above, and update the 
information as usual. If we do not want to change the structure, we can keep the original 
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G and compute the marginal only using Eq. (4.1). In this case, we can use a two-level 
structure for data management. Let’s consider the example in Fig. 2. Suppose we have 
the marginal representation, and we need to compute the marginal for {a,g}. Instead 
of modifying the original structure as shown in Fig. 2, we can add a new level to 
the network, shown in Fig. 4. We find a = {{a, b}, {b, c, d}, {d, g}}, create a subtree 
with vertices in a at a new level, add X* = {Q, b, d, g}, and remove and add edges as 
described in the process. Then, the marginals for X* and for {a,g} are computed by: 
R* = &{“.b&?) 
= &{6b) 8 (,+{“.G~~)l{b.d~ @ $tdZ?) @(#b) @ j+(q), (4.9a) 
Rl{6B) = (Rl{‘~“.d.&) (6s). (4.9b) 
5. Load computational techniques 
From Theorem 4.1, we can compute the marginal for any subset given a marginal 
representation i the Markov tree, thus the result of Theorem 4.1 can be regarded as a 
general solution for “marginalizing in marginals” [ 51. Consider EQ. (4.1), we find that 
the largest frame involved in the computation is OX*, which might be much larger than 
06. In this section we give a more efficient algorithm for computing Re by applying 
the fusion algorithm proposed by Shenoy [ 141. 
The fusion algorithm is an application of local computational techniques to the infer- 
ence of VN. The core of the fusion algorithm is the fusion operation defined as follows 
[12]: Consider a set of valuations &,h,..., Vk, suppose x is a valuation for hi. IA% 
Fusx{K,Vz,..., Vk} denote the collection of valuations after deleting a variable X, then 
Fusx{V1, V2,. . . , Vk} = V1(h-‘x’) u {i$ 1 X $ hi}, (5.1) 
where V = @{x 1 X E hi} and h = U{hi 1 X E hi}. From Eq. (5.1)) we have: 
(a{&, h,. . . , ~})l(U{~ili=1,....k)-(x)) 
=V1(h-tx’) @ (@{x 1 X $ hi}). (5.2) 
To apply the fusion algorithm in computing Re, where B is an implicit subset, we need 
to modify it since the removal operation is used. We state the following theorem for the 
computation. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose a = {Xl, X2,. . . , &} and X* are the same as those in Theorem 
3.1 for computing RET:, where 6 is an implicit subset. Let the marginal for Xi be denoted 
by Rip and the intersection of TWO neighbor vertices Xi and Xj by Sip Suppose x E X*, 
x $! 6, i.e., x is a variable that we need to delete in the computation. Then, 
(R*)lx*-tX) 
= ( (@{ Rfxl”x* I x E Xi}) @(@{Rs, I x E Sij}))‘(xnx*-‘x’) 
@((@{R’xinx* I x $ Xi}) @(@{Rs, I x 4 Sij}))v I (5.3) 
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where X = U{Xi 1 x E Xi}. 
Proof. From Eq. (4.1), we have, 
R* = ( (@J{ @‘“‘* 1 x E Xi}) @ (@{ Rtxgnx* 1 x $ Xi})) 
@((@{Rs;, I X E sij}) @ (@{Rs,, 1 x $ &j})). (5.4) 
Let v = @CI{R~~‘“~* 1 x E Xi}, T = @{R/x’“x* I x $ Xi}, P = @{Rs,, I x E Sij}, and 
u = @{ Rs,, / x 6 Sq}. Then (5.4) becomes 
R*= (~T@P)@(~@u). (5.5) 
Recall some axioms described by Shenoy [ 141. Suppose u, 7~, r, and p are valuations 
for s, p, t, and r, respectively, and suppose x E s, x $ r. Then 
(r@T)@p==@ (7@pP), (5.6a) 
T@(7@PP) = (r@r) @)p, (5.6b) 
(cr@P)W-Ixl) = &-tx)) @)p (5.6~) 
By applying (5.6a) and (5.6b) in (5.5), we do the following computation: 
R*=(T@T)@(PBu) =((TcGT)@~)@u 
= ((TOP> @T) @a= (T@)p) 63 (7@u). (5.7) 
Let X = u{Xi 1 X E Xi}, replacing r, p, T, and ff in (5.7) and applying (5.6~) we 
have: 
(R*)lx*-{Xl = ((7T@)p) @ (r@)(T))iX’-{x) 
= ( ( (@{@“x* I X E Xi}) @(@{Rs, I X E Sij}>> 
@( (@a{ R/x’“x* / X @ Xi}) @(@{Rs, I X $ Sij})))l(x*-‘x’) 
= (( @{R;xi”x* / X E Xi}) @(QD{Rs, I X E Sij}))l(xnx’-‘x’) 
@((@{R/‘“‘* I X $ Xi)) @(@{hi, 1 x $ Sij})). 0 
By applying Theorem 5.1 to Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, we give the following procedure 
to compute an arbitrary subset from the marginal representation. Suppose G = (M, E) 
is a Markov tree for (U, H), Ri is the marginal for Xi (E M) in G, let B (C U) be 
an implicit subset. Then, let G’ = G, t = 0, 
(1) Findaset b={X,,,XtZ,.. .,X,,}inGsuchthatX,,tlCY # 0,SCU:_tX,,. 
(2) Build the (smallest) set a that contains b and all the vertices on the paths among 
the vertices in 6. 
(3) If la] = 1, then Re = R/“, Xi E a, stop. 
Otherwise, let O* = B U {Sij I A’, = Xi U Xi, Xi, Xj E a, (Xi, Xi) E a!&}, 
G,,=G’, t=r+ 1. 
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Fig. 5. Computing marginal on {a, g} using local computations. 
(4) Select Xi E a such that it has only one neighbor Xj in a. 
Let Nj = {Xk 1 Xk E a, (Xkr Xj) E Eu}. 
Let x*t = (Xi U Xi) tl6*, V*’ be an identity valuation, 
R+’ = ( Rjxins* @ Rjx’“e’ ) Q Rs,; 
add vertex X*’ to the Markov tree, i.e., M’ = Ma U {X*‘}; 
add edges (X*‘, Xi) and {(X*‘.Xk) 1 Xk E Nj}, 
and remove edge {(Xk,Xj) 1 Xk E Nj}, i.e. 
E’= (E~-{(xk,xj) 1 xk E Nj}) 
U (X*‘,Xj) U {(X*‘,Xk) I Xk E Nj}; 
add X*’ to a and remove Xi, Xj from a, i.e., a’ = (a U (X*‘}) - {Xi, Xi}; 
let a = a’, go back to step (2). 
Fig. 5 illustrates an example for computing the marginal for B = {(I, g} by the above 
algorithm. In order to add a vertex containing Q to G, we first try to find a set of 
vertices such that each one has a non-empty intersection with B, and the union of them 
contains 6: b = {{a,b},{d,g}}. N ex we build the smallest set a, whose elements t, 
compose the path between {a, b} and {d, g}: a = {{a, b}, {b, c, d}, {d, g}}. According 
to step (4), we first add a vertex {a, b, d}, and modify the corresponding edges, then 
a’= {{a,b,~},{~,g}} and 
&{a.b,d) = (&{a.bl ,8, (R&c&) l{b.d)) Q &t”l. (5.8a) 
By repeating step (4), i.e., by adding another vertex {a, d, g} and modifying the corre- 
sponding edges, we have the final modified Markov tree, and 
@{o&r) = ( (R{“.b.d)) l{a.dl B &d.sl) Q Rl{d}. (5.8b) 
Finally, we compute Ra by ( Rl{a,d,g)) l(‘,gj from the left-hand side of (5.8b). 
It is obvious that the computation from the structure in Fig. 5 is more efficient than 
that in Fig. 4 since the size of the frame involved in (5.8a) and (5.8b) is max( [0{#,b,d) 1, 
(fi#{a,d,g} () which is smaller than I fi{,,,g} 1, the frame involved in (4.9a). 
6. Condusions 
We have presented a method to minimally modify the Markov tree for computing the 
marginals which could not be obtained irectly from propagation. One advantage is that 
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we can always use the information already computed during the inference process: before 
propagation has been done or after the marginals for vertices have been computed. This 
method can be regarded as a general solution for computing marginals for any subsets 
given a marginal representation in the Markov tree. By the two-level structure, we can 
compute marginals for several implicit subsets in parallel without changing the original 
Markov tree and its marginal representation. We have also given an efficient algorithm 
by using a local computational technique for the implementation. Generally, this can 
prevent the exponential explosion in the computation. 
Another advantage is that we can easily update belief for some variables given some 
information about other variables. Consider the example in Fig. 5. Suppose we have 
some new information about the variable a, represented by V,‘. To update our belief 
about g, we can compute Rg, the marginal for g given the new information. Let V, 
denote the prior knowledge about a. If we compute Rl{‘,g), the marginal for {a, g}, by 
the proposed algorithm, then the computation is easy: 
R, = ((R{@ @ V,) @ V,‘)ltg}. 
From the above equation, we can easily compute how Rg changes when V, changes, 
avoiding repropagating the change of V, in the whole network each time. 
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